What determines where we look? Theories of attentional guidance hold that image 23 features and task demands govern fixation behaviour, while differences between observers 24 are 'noise'. Here, we investigated the fixations of > 100 human adults freely viewing a large 25 set of complex scenes. We found systematic individual differences in fixation frequencies 26 along six semantic stimulus dimensions. These differences were large (> twofold) and 27 highly stable across images and time. Surprisingly, they also held for first fixations directed eyes determines which objects and details we make out in a scene 5, 6 .
42
Models of attentional guidance aim to predict which parts of an image will attract 43 fixations based on image features 7-10 and task demands 11, 12 . Classic salience models compute 44 image discontinuities of low level attributes, such as luminance, colour and orientation 13 However, while these models work relatively well for impoverished stimuli, human gaze 48 behaviour towards richer scenes can be predicted at least as well by the locations of objects 16 and 49 perceived meaning 9 . When sematic object properties are taken into account, their weight for gaze 50 prediction far exceeds that of low-level attributes 8, 17 . A common thread of low-and high-level 51 salience models is that they interpret salience as a property of the image and treat inter-individual 52 differences as unpredictable 7, 18 , often using them as a 'noise ceiling' for model evaluations 18 . 
Results

75
Reliable Salience Differences along Semantic Dimensions
76
We tracked the gaze of healthy human adults freely viewing a broad range of images 77 depicting complex everyday scenes 8 . A first sample was tested at University College London,
78
UK (Lon; n = 51), and a replication sample at University of Giessen, Germany (Gi_1; n = 51).
79
The replication sample was also invited for a re-test after two weeks (Gi_2; n = 48). Additionally
80
we re-analysed a public dataset from Singapore (Xu et al. 8 ; n = 15).
81
First, we probed the individual tendency to fixate objects with a given semantic attribute,
82
measuring duration-weighted fixations across a free-viewing period of 3s. We considered a total 83 of twelve semantic properties, which have previously been shown to carry more weight for 84 predicting gaze behaviour (on an aggregate group level) than geometric or pixel-level attributes 8 .
85
To test the consistency of individual salience differences across independent sets of images, we 86 probed their reliability across 1000 random (half-)splits of 700 images. We found consistent 87 individual salience differences (r > .6) for six of the 12 semantic attributes: Neutral Faces,
88
Emotional Faces, Text, objects being Touched, objects with a characteristic Taste (i.e. food and 89 beverages) and objects with implied Motion (Figure 1 , grey scatter plots).
90
Observers showed up to two-fold differences in the cumulative fixation time attracted by 91 a given semantic attribute and the median consistency of individual differences across image 92 splits for these six dimensions ranged from r = .64 P < .001 (Motion) to r = .94, P < .001 (Faces; to threefold). Importantly, these inter-observer differences were consistent for all dimensions 102 found for cumulative fixation time except Motion (r = .34, n.s.), ranging from r = .57, P < .001
93
103
(Taste) to r = .88, P < .001 (Faces; Table 1 , right hand side and green scatter plots in Figure 1 ; P-
104
Values Bonferroni corrected for 12 consistency correlations).
105
These salience differences proved robust for different splits of images and replicated 106 across datasets from three different countries ( Figure 2a ; Figure 2a ; right column of Table 1 ).
116
The individual salience differences we found were consistent across subsets of diverse, and Gi_2 datasets). Salience differences along all six semantic dimensions were highly Table 1 ; grey bars in Figure 2b ) and first fixations (re-test reliabilities ranging from r = .62, P <
123
.001 (Taste) to r = .89, P < .001 (Text); right column of Table 1 ; green bars in Figure 2b ).
124
Finally, we tested the relationship between individual salience and visual field biases. (CFMT) and we tested the correlation between individual face salience and face recognition 
169
Having established a correlation of semantic salience differences with perception, we 
187
Not only the set of these differences, but also their covariance structure replicated across 188 independent samples from three different countries. This may partly be driven by environmental here. This suggests a strong genetic component for individual salience differences. instance, all text is watchable; all emotional faces are faces).
279
In each experiment, participants viewed seven blocks of 100 images on a screen.
280
Stimulus presentation and data collection was coded in MATLAB Version R2016b (MathWorks, angle. Further details on this sample can be found in the original publication by Xu et al. 8 .
295
Data Collection
296
The gaze of participants in the Lon sample was sampled remotely and binocularly with a 
318
In order to quantify the individual tendency to fixate objects bearing a given attribute 319 label, we first calculated the cumulative fixation time for all labelled fixations made by a given 320 observer to a given image set. This allowed us to calculate the proportion of this time spent on a 321 given attribute in a second step.
322
The first fixations analysis considered the proportion of labelled first fixations (after 323 image onset) landing on objects with a given attribute for a given observer and image set.
324
Individual proportions of cumulative fixation time and first fixations were expressed in %.
326
Consistency and re-test correlations
327
To estimate the consistency of individual differences in % cumulative fixation time or % 328 first fixations along a given attribute dimension, we calculated these measures independently for 329 two random halves of the image for each observer and then correlated individual differences for 330 one half of the images with the other using Pearson correlation coefficients. This procedure was 331 repeated 1000 times. We inspected the frequency histograms of all correlations (Fig. 2) 
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